
14.  Studies of TV show what:
a. _________ scenes resulting in one or more fatalities
b. _________ scenes depicting serious assaults
c. _________ scenes involving gunplay
d. _________ depictions of other physically hostile acts
e. _________ scenes of menacing threats with a weapon.

15.  Does TV violence influence society or just reflect society?

16.  By the age of 16, the average child has seen more than how many
acts of violence on TV?

17.  Are you guilty of murder (according to Jesus)?

18.  When you reject God and pursue sin then you eventually do what?

19.  What are some words that one man used to describe sin?

20.  What does Numbers 32:23 say about sin?

21.  According to Galatians 6:7, what happens to what you sow?

22.  Hebrews 11:25 says that sin is pleasurable for a season but it
yields what?

23.  What does the unbeliever lack in relation to God and what is one
thing the unbeliever can’t know?

24.  Isaiah 57:21 says that there is no peace for whom?

25.  The open celebration of homosexuality represents the final
disconnect from whom?

26.  When a nation loses its power to resist immorality, it is headed for
what?

27.  Why do people sin and live rebellious lives?

28.  As seen in Romans 3:18, people don’t do what?

29.  Do you?

30.  What is the ultimate expression of foolishness?

31.  What is the beginning of knowledge?

32.  Is fear a proper motive for obeying God?

33.  As Christians, what should be the deterrent and what should be
the incentive?

34.  How many books are printed every single day?

35.  How many pages of science material is printed every year?

36.  With molecular storage, the entire library of Congress could be
reduced to the size of a what?

37.  Though we live in an intelligent, educated society, we actually
live in a society of what?

38.  What are some ways in which God is defined today?

39.  Knowledge and wisdom are acquired through what?

40.  In the Bible, the term fool denotes one who is what?

41.  A man who tells God no and doesn’t live like God describes is
a what?

42.  According to the Bible, a fool is anyone who lives in what way?



43.  Sin is first and foremost what?

44.  Ungodliness leads to what?

45.  When a Christian loses fear and respect for God, Pastor Bryan
calls that what?

46.  God sometimes allows extreme difficulties to cause us to what?

47.  Have you, like the psalmist, “set the Lord always before...” you?

48.  Is there anything in the quote from Martyn Lloyd-Jones that
applies to you or confronts you?

Remember: Your responsibility, by God’s enabling, is to consistently apply the

divine principles and truths you have heard (Philippians 2:12-13; I Timothy 4:7-

9; James 1:22-27).  As you meditate on this message, ask yourself these

questions:

¼How does God want my beliefs/actions to change?

¼How can I accomplish this change?

¼What is the first step toward bringing about this change?

 (A Cassette Tape of This Sermon is Available.  Order Forms are located in the foyer
of the church in the middle entrance).

SINFUL FROM HEAD TO TOE
Romans 3:15-18 (Series #26)

  
  The following are questions designed to facilitate greater learning
and deeper understanding of spiritual truths presented in the sermon
“Sinful From Head To Toe”.  All of the questions are answered as
the sermon is presented.  We hope that it will be a catalyst to
spiritual growth in your life.

1. Paul’s goal in the first major section of Romans is to show what?

2.  Romans 3:10-12 is a quotation from what Old Testament
passage?

3.  Romans 3:13-14 is a quotation from where?

4.  Romans 3:15-17 is a quotation from where?

5.  The capstone verse, Romans 3:18 is a quotation from where?

6.  If you were to show someone that all of the human race is
condemned before God, where would you go in your Bible?

7.  Romans 3:1-12 give broad, sweeping statements of man’s what?

8.  Romans 3:13-14 give specific examples of what?

9.  Romans 3:15-17 give examples of what?

10.  Verse 15 is a description of what?



11.  What kind of society do we live in?

12.  Since 1960, how much has violent crime increased?

13.  In 180 hours of TV, how many individual acts of violence were
committed (in the study mentioned)?
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